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Disciplinary encounters with ‘openness’

• STS / Sociology of communication 
 Widespread effects of digitalisation on knowledge production 
 (Burgelman et al 2010; Hill, 2013; Benkler et al, 2015; Nelson & Irwin, 2015) 
 Success of FLOSS from community formation perspective 

 

•  Law & economics 
 What is the optimal level (scope or term) of IP protection? 
 (Landes & Posner, 1989; Bechtold et al, 2015) 

• Management science 
– How does protectability shape strategic decision making by firms? 
– What are effective open innovation organisation features? 
– How does IP licensing environment influence collective innovation? 
(Alexy & Reitzig, 2013) 
 



Three research projects

• User-generated content & Parody, effects on rightsholders 
• Costs and benefits of public domain inputs to creative production on Kickstarter 

• Effect of open collective innovation on firms’ licensing preferences 



RQ: Do user-generated parodies of pop songs on YouTube 
have any effect on the exploitation of originals? Follow-up: Do 
rightsholders care about parody (is there evidence that they 
react)? 

Methodology: 
1. Searching backwards on sample of 350 hit songs 

Identify population of 8,299 parody versions. Human 
coding on random sample of 1845 parodies. 

2. Record attributes of parodies, including legal dimensions 
(originality, elements copied, commerciality, moral rights) 

3. Examine whether relationship between parody activity 
and commercial video popularity. 

4. Follow up to check if parodies were removed and why. 
5. Results: 
 -Parodists flock to hits; 
-Significance of effect on viewership of original is stronger 
for less pop. originals; 
-Rightsholders do not react as if parody is substitutive. They 
react against low qual. Amateur parody. 

YouTube	  Study	  -‐	  Parody	  and	  Takedown	  



RQ: Do sequential creators who remix or adapt public domain 
materials receive any benefit on Kickstarter (e.g. can we 
detect a strategic value for firms?)   

Methodology: 
1. Computer-assisted quant/qual data collection on market. 

Human assisted coding of IP status of works. N=1,993 

2. Test for effect of copyright status in Cost and Success. 
3. Calculate effect for innovation / economic welfare 
4. Results: 
 -  36.2% Higher funding rate on Kickstarter for PD usage 

-  Similar result also for in-copyright adaptations with 
license 

-  Contrary to intuition, originality does not seem to pay on 
Kickstarter 

Public	  Domain	  Study	  –	  Kickstarter	  

Kickstarter: Probability of success linked 
to presence of PD 



RQ: When game development firms co-produce with fan input 
(collaborative production), do they have different copyright 
policy preferences? 
 
Theory from PCI – strong intellectual property can be obstacle 
to collaboration. 

Methodology: 
1. Scrape features and price data from purposive 

sample of 512 product releases online retailer Steam. 
(256 open access release, 256 traditional release) 

2. Survey at T1 and T2 firms for copyright attitudes and 
preferences. 

3. Test for relationship between Copyright position and 
release approach 

4. Follow up validation to check effect on mod permission 
licenses in both groups of producers at T2 

5. Questions 
 -Is there a sales advantage to open access approach? 
-Do firms seek less restrictive copyright protection when 
collaborating creatively with users? 

Current	  Study	  –	  Collabora<ve	  Produc<on	  	  



Two open tools

• Enhancing access to 20th Century cultural heritage through Distributed 
Orphan Works clearance (EnDOW) http://diligentsearch.eu/ 

• Copyright Evidence Wiki http://www.copyrightevidence.org 



EnDOW

Institution Project  Work 

  

Cost of exhibition 
development (calendar 
time, scheduling, space) 

Knowledge costs related 
to handling IP 

PR / reputation costs 
arising from dispute 

Fees to access 
databases used in DS 

 

  

  

Labour cost of examining 
works 

Labour cost of searching 
for rightsholders / DS 

Labour cost of 
corresponding with 
rightsholders (Covey 
(2005; Stobo et al, 2016)) 

Material cost of 
communicating with 
rightsholders (Covey, 
2005) 

Alterations to project 
design incurred by 
rightsholder requests 

  

  

Fees paid to rightsholders 
located by DS 

Fees paid to license 
orphan works in UK 
scheme or ECL 

Alterations to display of 
work at request of 
rightsholder 

Takedown of work on 
rightsholder reemergence 
(Schofield & Urban, 2015)  

Compensation paid on 
rightsholder reemergence  



Copyright Evidence Wiki


